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ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND EVALUATION 
Please respond to the following as appropriate: 
- Describe what was achieved during the time period of the grant.
- What aspects were completed as proposed?  If your study could not be completed as 
proposed, explain how your plans were altered.
- Did the project accomplish what it intended?  Did it make a difference?
- Include any relevant quantitative data, if applicable (e.g. How many individuals have 
benefited from this project and in what way?  You may include various output measures such 
as circulation/reference transactions, program attendance, survey responses, etc.).
- Include any anecdotes, if applicable.
- What would you do differently next time, if anything?

Is your project completed?

Yes
No

If No, what is needed to complete the project?  More time, funds?



FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Please explain how the funds received were spent.  Attach your original budget and indicate 
how well your estimates matched with actual expenditures.  Receipts are not necessary.

SHARING YOUR PRODUCT/RESULTS 
What are your plans for disseminating the results of your work?  If it will be a webpage or product, 
or published article or book, when will it be available to the public?  Include citations/URLs if known.  
Remember that all final products must acknowledge receipt of funds from LAUC.


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	SHARING_YOUR_PR_Z4kjRgLh*Gs8IW2y7bIujQ: My intention is for the results of the work to be published in Mexico.  I do not yet have a contract and anticipate that this process will take at least two years.
	FINANCIAL_STATE_ppcimfebAmdoAxnAQ3hu1g: The $3500 awarded constituted salary for one professional to translate 58,358 words for a total of $3,500.  There were no additional costs (categories of expenses which were not relevant included: supplies, transportation, conference registration, hotel and meals).
	If_No__what_is__-guqrfFP1GCuNA3wDbdPcg: If I CAN connect with my co-author and secure permission to translate the final essay, I will apply for more funds to do so.
	Is_your_project_ci5HVIH0gJlt0rJ*fDODlw: Yes
	ACCOMPLISHMENTS_ZzSqOjbs2xKbInoO75jyeQ: Translations from English to Spanish of three of the four critical essays included in the 2016 translated edition of Eugenia were completed.  The fourth was not because I was unable to contact my co-author and he was the primary author of the fourth essay.  Unknown to me, he has retired from his position as a professor at DePauw University and my efforts to contact him were unsuccessful (these included emails and phone calls to his cell phone as well as a discussion with the administrative assistant from his previous place of employment).  I am going to send a letter to his place of employment to be forwarded to him as a last resort.  In contrast to the fourth essay (on which he was primary author) I was the primary author of the three now-translated essays, and I feel comfortable/see no copyright conflict in publishing these. Although only three essays were translated, I am confident that this collection will be of interest to Mexican publishers.  I attended a book fair in March 2024 which allowed me to make contact with potential publishers and generate interest in a potential publication.  At the same time, I learned that in contrast to requesting proposals and writing samples for book publications, Mexican publishers ask for submission of the entire manuscript, which I will be able to provide (of the three translated essays) once I have made minor corrections.  Although only three essays were ultimately translated, I exhausted my funds because the process of translation required more communication and initial work on my part than I realized (resulting in more cost as I needed to compensate the translator for her time even though this was not explicitly part of the “translation.”)  I envisioned the process as more of a partnership, and realized after we had begun that I needed to acquire sources that I had translated from the original Spanish in order to quote them in and interpret them from the original language.  I would more thoroughly prepare the manuscript to be translated ahead of time with this understanding.  In addition, although translators are generally paid by the word, the word count can change from one language to the other, making budget estimates more complicated than I realized.  If I CAN connect with my co-author and secure permission to translate the final essay, I will apply for more funds to do so.  
	Original_Abstra_M0VjXAr83Ym4*JYKw0HZZQ: This proposal is for funding to pay for the translation of four original English-language academic/scholarly essays that I co-wrote to accompany the 2016 publication of the only Spanish to English translation of an important speculative and science fiction novel published in Mexico in 1919.  More information regarding the 2016 publication follows.https://uwpress.wisc.edu/books/5365.htmIn 2016, Aaron Dziubinskyj (DePauw University, Greencastle, IN) and I published a critical, English-language edition of Eduardo Urzaiz’s novella Eugenia (1919).  Our publication includes the first and, to date, only translation of Eugenia to English, along with four original scholarly essays situating the novella in its global historical and literary context, thereby constituting an important educational and scholarly resource contributing to a growing body of literature analyzing Urzaiz’s work.
	TITLE_OF_PROJEC_9eHeKPp1LvHlLXaVNIZBKA: (Abbreviated): Translation of essays from the 2016 English-langauge publication of Eduardo Urzaiz's Eugenia (1919; English-language translation, 2016)
	E_Mail_and_Tele_CZ-V5FRtHrP-lG3Df2gUBA: sbuckkachaluba@ucsd.edu
	Campus_of_Prima_q47edGWel*AJ-yOq1n7wGg: UCSD
	Primary_Applica_7C3MWMqP4CHPuND-YpvyTw: Sarah Buck Kachaluba
	Award_Amount_-uymmrv7liVPOPBezozSHg: $3500.00
	Award_Year_-uymmrv7liVPOPBezozSHg: 2023-2024
	Co_Applicant_s__8MeLF7Q*EHBY1PeOD1Agfw: 
	Annual or End_8MeLF7Q*EHBY1PeOD1Agfw: End of Funding
	Date_8MeLF7Q*EHBY1PeOD1Agfw: July 25, 2024


